25th January 2014 International Day of Solidarity and Struggle!

Unconditional release for all political prisoners in India!

In jails in India the prisoners face every kind of harassment, torture, denial of bails, inhuman living conditions, arbitrary transfers, brutal assaults and punishments of solitary confinement, and often the detained women are raped.

In spite of the fierce condition of detention, prisoners are resisting and struggling with revolutionary spirit and turning the dark jails in which are confined into a battlefront against the raising fascism in India and the Indian regime.

The struggle for their unconditional release is an urgent task for all the solidarity forces and friends of Indian people, and it is integral part of the support for the victory of their liberation war.

Stop India as “prison house of people's movements”!

Stop Operation Green Hunt!

The liberation war of the masses in India cannot be stopped by the savage repression, rather it extends the political and moral solidarity!

Street demos, counter-information actions and mass protests!

International Committee to Support the People’s War in India

Joining and info: csgpindia@gmail.com

New blog in English: icspwindia.wordpress.com